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Global Vision Publishing House, 2010. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. The Book entitled
Climatology is a comprehensive description and explanation of all the forces and factors dealing
with climate and its overall effect on human and environmental conditions. For a clear and
complete understanding of the phenomenon of climate, the book has been divided into four units.
The book is the original and most comprehensive treatment of the issue. The author has made very
serious endeavour to have a systematic and scientific study of the entire gamut of climate with a
particular focus on India. CONTENTS Preface (v) Unit?I: The Basics 1. Introduction to Climatology 3
? Meteorology and Climatology ? Scales in Climatology ? Subfields of Climatology ? Climatic Records
and Statistics ? Summary 2. The Atmospheric Composition 17 ? The Earth Atmosphere ? Layers of
the Earth?s Atmosphere ? Atmospheric Composition ? Atmospheric Structure ? Predicting
Atmospheric Composition ? Atmospheric Circulation ? Temperature in the Atmosphere ? Pressure in
the Atmosphere ? The Sun Paradox ? The Paradox on Earth ? The Paradox on Mars ? The Past and
Future of the Atmosphere ? Summary Unit?II: Climatological Processes 3. The Climate System:
Controls on Climate 51 ? Latitude ?...
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Reviews
The ebook is simple in read easier to recognize. It is one of the most awesome book we have read through. I am happy to explain how this is basically the
finest pdf we have read inside my very own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for actually.
-- Jaiden Turcotte DDS
An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Your way of
life span will be convert when you comprehensive reading this book.
-- Effie Douglas
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